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NEW QUESTION: 1
The following statements indicate the pricing policies of two
health plans that operate in a particular market:
The Accent Health Plan consistently underprices its product
The Bolton Health Plan uses extremely strict underwriting
practices for the small groups to which it markets its plan
From the following answer choices, select the response that
correctly indicates the most likely market effects of the
pricing policies used by Accent and Bolton.
A. Accent = unprofitable business
Bolton = low acquisition rate
B. Accent = high profits
Bolton = high acquisition rate
C. Accent = high profits
Bolton = low acquisition rate
D. Accent = unprofitable business
Bolton = high acquisition rate
Answer: A
Explanation:

Explanation/Reference:
36

NEW QUESTION: 2
The scope of a cursor is limited to ____.
A. the source program in which it is defined
B. the transaction in which the cursor is declared
C. all remotely called routines
D. applications local to the DB2 server
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
View the exhibit and examine the descriptions of the DEPT and
LOCATIONS tables.
You want to update the CITY column of the DEPT table for all
the rows with the corresponding value in the CITY column of the
LOCATIONS table for each department.
Which SQL statement would you execute to accomplish the task?
A. UPDATE dept dSET city = ALL (SELECT cityFROM locations
lWHERE d.location_id = l.location_id);
B. UPDATE dept dSET city = ANY (SELECT cityFROM locations l)
C. UPDATE dept dSET city = (SELECT cityFROM locations l)WHERE
d.location_id = l.location_id;
D. UPDATE dept dSET city = (SELECT cityFROM locations lWHERE
d.location_id = l.location_id);
Answer: D
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